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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES

Acute appendicitis is the most common cause of acute surgical abdomen and appendicectomy is the most commonly done emergency surgery. Its diagnosis remains an enigmatic challenge, plagued by a high rate of negative explorations (15-30%). There is no single reliable test with satisfactory sensitivity and specificity. The objective of the study was to evaluate role of few known and proven investigations for appendicitis like CRP, leukocyte count, Neutrophil count and Ultrasonography in diagnosing acute appendicitis and reducing the rate of negative appendicectomies. Also we wanted to study whether combining the investigations in same patient would improve the diagnostic accuracy.

METHODS

The present study was conducted in 100 patients who have been clinically diagnosed of having Acute Appendicitis and posted for emergency appendicectomy in General Surgery Department of Sri Venkateshwara Medical College and Hospital, Pondicherry, during the period from 1st May 2015 to 31st December 2015. Preoperatively blood for CRP, WBC count, Neutrophil count and USG abdomen were done. All appendicectomy specimens were subjected to histopathological examination postoperatively, which was taken as gold standard. Results of all the four investigations were correlated with HPE reports to evaluate their role in diagnosis of acute appendicitis.

RESULTS

In present study, CRP has highest sensitivity and specificity (90%, 80%) followed by USG (87.5%, 90%), WBC count (78.75%, 80%) and Neutrophil count (77.5%, 80%). Combining CRP and WBC count increases the sensitivity and specificity of the tests (96.25%, 80%). When all the four tests are combined (Either/all) the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and predictive value of negative test increases significantly (100%, 80%, 95.23%, 100% respectively). It was observed that when all the four tests were negative appendicitis could be safely ruled out and surgery can be deferred in these patients. It would reduce the rate of negative appendicectomies.

INTERPRETATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

CRP contains important diagnostic information and hence should always be included in the diagnostic workup of acute appendicitis. The sensitivity of WBC count and Neutrophil count is low individually, but when combined with CRP the sensitivity and specificity increases. Ultrasonography is useful in establishing alternative diagnoses, but its availability and cost-effectiveness should be taken into account. Combining all four investigations significantly increases the diagnostic accuracy. Also when all four tests are negative acute appendicitis is very unlikely and surgery can be safely deferred in these patients thereby reducing the negative appendicectomy rates. We continue to stress that history and clinical examination by a skilled surgeon still remains indispensable in diagnosing acute appendicitis and its importance cannot be undermined. The investigations can be used to complement a Surgeon’s clinical diagnosis and not replace it.
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INTRODUCTION

Need for the study

Acute appendicitis is one of the most common cause of right iliac fossa pain and one of the most common cause of surgical emergencies.

Its diagnosis is established by surgeon’s clinical impression depending on presenting history, clinical evaluation and laboratory tests. Acute appendicitis with protein manifestations may simulate almost any other acute abdominal conditions and in turn may be mimicked by a variety of conditions.

Appendicectomy for suspected acute appendicitis is a common procedure. The rate of normal appendices unnecessarily removed remains high (15%-30%) despite several techniques. On one hand, a normal appendix at appendicectomy represents a misdiagnosis, on the other hand a delayed diagnosis of appendicitis may lead to perforation and peritonitis.
Negative appendicectomies are one of the burdens facing not only the general surgeon but also the patient himself and the society as a whole, since appendicectomy as any other surgery results in socio-economic impacts in form of loss of working days and declined productivity in addition to complications arising out of operative trauma.

To conclude as acute appendicitis may simulate many other acute abdominal conditions/illnesses and despite intensive clinical research and discussion the diagnosis of acute appendicitis still remains a challenge and the exact diagnosis is important for proper management.

It has long been recognised that white cell count is elevated in acute appendicitis and is of significant value in diagnosis. CRP is one of the acute phase reactants that may rise in concentration because of the synthesis by hepatocytes during acute phase response to inflammation. CRP is not disease specific, but it may offer valuable diagnostic information about presence of acute infection with concomitant evaluation of patient history and physical examination.

This study aims at comparing the few known and proven investigations for appendicitis like CRP, Leukocyte count, Neutrophil count and Ultrasonography. Comparing how specific and sensitive each one is, which is best and has maximum positive predictive value. This would be done by comparing it with HPE report. The need for study is to find out, which is most accurate and sensitive investigation to improve diagnosis of appendicitis and decision making and hence decrease negative and unnecessary appendicectomies.

Review of Literature
Individual lifetime risk of appendicectomy is 8.6% and 6.7% among males and females respectively. A decision to operate based on a clinical suspicion alone can lead to the removal of normal appendix in 15-30% of cases.

The average leukocyte count is 15,000/mm3 and 90% of patients have counts over 10,000/mm3. In three-fourths of patients, the differential white count shows more than 75% neutrophils.

Ultrasonography increases the diagnostic accuracy in patients with suspected acute appendicitis. Most studies of graded compression ultrasound demonstrate a sensitivity of more than 85% and a specificity of more than 90%.

A normal pre-operative serum CRP measurement in patients with suspected acute appendicitis is most likely associated with a normal appendix. Deferring surgery in this group of patients would probably reduce the rate of unnecessary appendicectomies.

However, if the C-reactive protein level in blood drawn 12 hours after the onset of symptoms is less than 2.5 mg/dL, acute appendicitis can be excluded. The triple test (WBC count, CRP and Neutrophil percentage) is recommended as a help in reducing the significant rate of negative laparotomies in patients suspected of having acute appendicitis.

We found that elevated serum CRP levels support surgeon's clinical diagnosis. We recommend CRP measurement as a routine laboratory test in patients with suspected diagnosis of acute appendicitis.

Laboratory tests of the white cell count, Neutrophil count and C-reactive protein are more effective in supporting a clinical diagnosis of acute appendicitis in patients with typical clinical features than in excluding the diagnosis.

In conclusion, patients with normal results in all three tests are highly unlikely to have acute appendicitis and should be evaluated with extra caution before surgery.

Although all clinical and laboratory variables are weak discriminators, individually they achieve a high discriminatory power when combined.

**Objectives of the Study**
1. To determine specificity, sensitivity, predictive value of positive test and predictive value of negative test in diagnosis of acute appendicitis.
2. To individually correlate CRP/Leukocyte count/Neutrophil count/USG in case of clinical acute appendicitis by HPE correlation.
3. To interpret the efficacy of combining all the investigations in same patients.
4. To determine which of them is best and most cost-effective.
5. To interpret how these investigations can be used effectively to improve the diagnosis and decision making of acute appendicitis and hence reduce negative appendicectomies.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Source of Data**
Patients who have been clinically diagnosed of having Acute Appendicitis and posted for emergency appendicectomy in General Surgery Department of SVMCH, Pondicherry during the period from 1st May 2015 to 31st December 2015.

**Method of Collecting Data**

**Sample Size:** 100 cases of acute appendicitis.

**Sampling Method:** Simple random sampling.

**Inclusion Criteria**
All patients above the age of 15 yrs. diagnosed clinically to have Acute Appendicitis and subjected to Appendicectomy in General Surgery Department of SVMCH, Pondicherry.

**Exclusion Criteria**
1. Patient with h/o recurrent pain in right iliac fossa.
2. Patient with appendicular mass/peritonitis.
3. Concomitant conditions when CRP/Leukocyte count/Neutrophil count is elevated.

**Investigations**
1. C-reactive protein.
2. Neutrophil count.
3. Leukocyte count.
4. Ultrasonography.

**RESULTS**
In present study, CRP has highest sensitivity and specificity (90%, 80%) followed by USG (87.5%, 90%), WBC count (78.75%, 80%) and Neutrophil count (77.5%, 80%). Combining CRP and WBC count increases the sensitivity and specificity of the tests (96.25%, 80%).

When all the four tests are combined (Either/all) the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and predictive value of negative test increases significantly (100%, 80%, 95.23%, 100% respectively).

It was observed that when all the four tests were negative, appendicitis could be safely ruled out and surgery...
can be deferred in these patients. It would reduce the rate of negative appendicectomies.

INTERPRETATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

CRP contains important diagnostic information and hence should always be included in the diagnostic workup of acute appendicitis. The sensitivity of WBC count and Neutrophil count is low individually, but when combined with CRP the sensitivity and specificity increases.

Ultrasonography is useful in establishing alternative diagnoses, but its availability and cost-effectiveness should be taken into account. Combining all four investigations significantly increases the diagnostic accuracy. Also when all four tests are negative, acute appendicitis is very unlikely and surgery can be safely deferred in these patients, thereby reducing the negative appendicectomy rates.

We continue to stress that history and clinical examination by a skilled surgeon still remains indispensable in diagnosing acute appendicitis and its importance cannot be undermined. The investigations can be used to complement a surgeon's clinical diagnosis and not replace it.

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

CRP-C Reactive Protein
CT-Computer Tomography
PID-Pelvic Inflammatory Disease
RLQ-Right Lower Quadrant
WBC-White Blood Count
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